KeyChain/ID Holder/Luggage Tag Tutorial

Materials -

Tearaway Stabilizer
2 pieces Vinyl or Felt
Embroidery Thread
Matching Bobbin
D-Ring Clip Hook
Snaps or Rivets

Step 1

Hoop 2 layers of tearaway

Step 2

Float vinyl/felt
Step 3

Stitch colors until second outline

Step 4

Remove hoop from machine. DO NOT UNHOOP!

Step 5

Use painters tape to hold second piece of material to the back, making sure to cover all stitch areas.

Change Bobbin!!!!
Step 6

Run outline stitch. If there's no satin stitch after, you're done!!
Remove from machine and trim about 1/8 " from bean stitch. Attach hardware and TA-DA!

Step 7

If there is a satin, remove hoop from machine again and trim all material (both sides) as close to outline as possible.

Step 8

Run satin stitch then remove from hoop and add hardware. Enjoy!
For the CordWrap Keychain

Follow all of the above directions as you would for the beanstitch keychain. When you have it finished and trimmed you'll want to use an exacto knife or some other sharp cutting implement and cut a slit in each rectangular box as shown and also two more slits where the cord is to wrap around. Add your hardware and you're good to go!
For the ID Holders & Luggage Tags

Follow the instructions exactly like you would for the keychain, the only exception being that when you add the material for the back, you will add a layer of clear vinyl on top of the backing. Make sure you line up the clear vinyl with the two guidelines in the sides as shown.

Back of hoop

Back of hoop